2021 HELEN KELLER ART SHOW OF ALABAMA

Sponsored by
Shelby County Arts Council
and
UAB School of Optometry Vision Science Research Center
2020 Helen Keller Art Show of Alabama
the smiles are the rewards for what we do
“Flower of Faith”

Artist: Eustacia McCallum
Clay-Chalk Ville High School
VI Teacher: Candace Sanders
“Beautiful Wings”

Artist: Saniya Sanders
Alabama School for the Blind
Parents: Corey and Candace Sanders
"Beautiful Creature “

Artist: Saniya Sanders
Alabama School for the Blind
Parents: Corey and Candace Sanders
“Flower Fantasy”

Artist: Harper Carter
Creekview Elementary School
VI Teacher : Jennifer Johnston
“Dance Celebration”

Artist: Hayden Carter
Creekview Elementary School
VI Teacher: Jennifer Johnston
“The Rise and Shine”

Artist: Kylen Colston
Creekview Elementary School
VI Teacher: Jennifer Johnston
“Reach for the Stars”

Artist: Lily Streets
Thompson Middle School
VI Teacher: Jennifer Johnston
“Birds of a Feather”

Haiden Hawkins
Thompson Intermediate School
VI Teacher: Jennifer Johnston
“Remember the Joy”
Audrey Nickell
Thompson Intermediate School
VI Teacher: Jennifer Johnston
“Angel’s COCO Skull”

Angel Madrigal
Creekview Elementary School
VI Teacher : Jennifer Johnston
“Butterflies”
Artist: Zahari Weal
Pell City High School
VI Teacher: Jennifer Johnston
“The Snow Owl”

Artist: Sadie Thomas
Brigg Middle School
VI Teacher: Kate Follett
“My House and Siblings”

Artist: Arian Davis and Arianna Davis
Gardendale Elementary
VI Teacher: Kate Follett
“My House and Siblings”

Artist: Arianna and Arian Davis
Gardendale Elementary
VI Teacher: Kate Follett
“Me and My Friends”

Artist: Tayshawn Offord Winston
Pinson Elementary
VI Teacher: Kate Follett
“One in A Million”

Artist: Avalee Grace Williams
Bragg Middle School
VI Teacher: Kate Follett
“Holiday Sparkle”

Artist: Cur’Niyah Sigler  
Kermit Johnson Elementary  
VI Teacher: Kate Follett
“Winter Wonderland”

Artist: Aaron Kingery
Oak Mountain Middle School
VI Teacher: Bobbie Fletcher
“Things that Move, Sound and Shine”

Artist: Xavier Kurre
Oak Mountain Middle School
VI Teacher: Bobbie Fletcher
“Inside My Head”

Artist: Britten Hurst
Chelsea High School
Teacher: Jeanie Crawley
“FAITH”  
Artist: Gavin Millinger  
Helena Intermediate School  
VI Teacher” Jeanie Crawley
“My Vision of My Travels”

Artist: Sam Skellie
Helena Intermediate School
VI Teacher: Jeanie Crawley
“Wolf in the Moonlight”

Artist: Jaxson Stephens
AID B Talladega, AL
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“The Konga Line”

Artist: Clara Scelsi
AIDB Talladega, AL
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“Blackbird Singing in the Dead of Night”

Diamond Jackson
Alabama School for the Blind
Talladega, AL
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“My Seeing Eye Dog Jake”

Artist: Kentavious Tinniehill
Alabama School for the Blind
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“Wild Cheetah Running”

Dalton Harris
Alabama School for the Blind
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“My Extraordinary Liger”

Artist: Erin Paulson
Alabama School for the Blind
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“Equality for All”

Artist: Breana Braxton Gardner
Alabama School for the Blind
Art Teacher: Liz Jones
“LOVE”
Artist: Jennifer Alise Trotman
Helen Keller School
Art Teacher: Beverly Brown
“The Mission”
Artist: Trinity Levi Doran
Moores Mill Intermediate School
Special Education Teacher: Jenda Hillis
“I am only one; but still I am one. I cannot do everything, but still I can do something. I will not refuse to do something I can do.”

- Helen Keller
Sponsors and Collaborative Partners

• Shelby County Arts Council
• Helen Keller Birthplace Foundation
• Helen Keller Festival Board
• Colbert County Board of Tourism and Convention Center
• Birmingham Civil Rights Institute
• UAB Callahan Foundation of Alabama
• Drs. John and Nancy Mascia
• Dr Steven Boyles, Optometrist, Atlanta, Ga
• Dr. Lawrence Sincich, Optometrist, UAB School of Optometry
• The Eye Sight Foundation of Alabama
• Alabama Lions Sight
• Thompson Framing
• The Award Center
• Sloss Furnace
• Nik Layman, Photographer
• The Glass Studio
• Wiregrass Museum of Art
• Comer Museum Sylacauga
• Heritage Hall Museum
• University of South Alabama Marx Library
• Tennessee Valley Museum Art
• Alabama Center for the Arts Decatur Al
• Council for Exceptional Children/Division for Visual Impairments
If you would like to purchase a unique piece of artwork from the 2021 Helen Keller Art Show of Alabama

Please contact Shirley Wilson, Director Helen Keller Art Show of Alabama

at

Sjwilson @uab.edu

or

205-482-5201